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Services
  Advice

  DNA/RNA sample QC

  DNA sequencing library prep

  Sequencing

  Data QC and delivery

  (Bioinformatics?)

  Courses



User stats - data volume

  ~36 Tb, ~12 000 human genomes



How soon is the future?



Oxford Nanopore - MinION
  Disposable device

  Plug directly into computer USB port

  Compatible with blood, serum and environmental samples

  ~1 Gb sequence

  ~$900

  Early access program

  Personal genomics?

  Impact for sequencing centres?



The HiSeq X Ten

  10 000 000 USD

  1.8 Tb, PE150

  16 human genomes per run (genome per lane)

  < 3 days (chemistry 4x faster, scanning 6x faster)

  $1000 per human genome

  Licensed only for human genomes



The HiSeq X Ten challenge

Parameter n samples year n preps/day

Human genome 18 000 70

Human transcriptome 180 000 700

Human exome 260 000 1000



Break?



Fastq format and quality



Fastq format



Fastq quality



Phasing / pre-phasing
  Phasing is the rate at which single molecules within a cluster loose sync 

with each other.

  Phasing is falling behind

  pre-phasing is going ahead and together they describe how well the 
chemistry is performing.

  Low numbers are better! Values of 0.10/0.10 mean 0.10% of the 
molecules in your cluster are both falling behind AND 0.10% are running 
ahead at EACH cycle. 



Phasing / pre-phasing



Phasing / pre-phasing



HTS and medical genetics
Finding mutations which cause disease



Genetic disease: the challenge
  Mendelian (monogenic) disorders
  
  Many of these children have disorders that are primarily genetic in origin
  
  
  Many phenotypes are genetically heterogeneous.

  Human genome is (quite) big
  ~23 000 genes
  ~3 billion bases pairs

  How can we (rapidly) identify a 
mutation causing disease?



DNA - RNA - protein

exon exonexon

gene

intron intron
DNA

Transcription

RNA

Translation

Protein

Mutation



Aim

@EAS54_6_R1_2_1_413_324
CCCTTCTTGTCTTCAGCGTTTCTCC
+
;;3;;;;;;;;;;;;7;;;;;;;88
@EAS54_6_R1_2_1_540_792
TTGGCAGGCCAAGGCCGATGGATCA
+
;;;;;;;;;;;7;;;;;-;;;3;83
@EAS54_6_R1_2_1_443_348
GTTGCTTCTGGCGTGGGTGGGGGGG
+EAS54_6_R1_2_1_443_348
;;;;;;;;;;;9;7;;.7;39333

FASTQ format

R|G

Compare to 
reference

3 billion reads 3 billion bases 1 mutation



Mendelian disease in man

  2951 of the well-characterized phenotypes 
registered in OMIM have a known molecular basis

  3743 registered phenotypes with known or 
suspected Mendelian basis, no associated gene 



  Improve speed/cost of diagnosis of known 
genetic disorders

 

cause new/suspected genetic disorders  



Methods for identifying variants/aberrations

Southern blotting

MLPA
Fragment analysis

FISH

Karyotyping

DNA (Sanger) sequencing

Array CGH 

  Low throughput (limited number of loci per run)
  

SNP array



Mendelian disease in man

  Protein coding regions of the human genome (the 
exome) constitute approximately 1.5% of the total

  Exome contains ~85% of the mutations with large 
effects on disease-related traits

  Exome sequencing

  



Exome sequencing

oligonucleotides

  Design exome capture array

  Make sequence library from patient DNA

  Hybridize and capture

  Sequence



Exome capture in 4 easy steps




